January, 2021

To:    Debate Coaches for Congressional Debate

From:  Susan M. Knoblauch

Subject: Congressional Debate

Legislation will now be accepted for submission for Congressional Debate at the IHSA Debate State Tournament. There are two assignments (one for PRELIMS and one for ELIMS- semis/finals). Be sure to check both files.

Head coaches should send your formatted legislation to the Tabroom program. Instructions on how to submit this legislation will be sent at a later time. The deadline for submitting the legislation is January 30, 2021.

Legislation must meet the standards of the template that is posted on the IHSA website on the Debate page of the IHSA website at www.ihsa.org. Legislation that does not meet the standard of the template will be rejected regardless of content. Other legislation may be rejected based on inappropriate or incorrect content.

The legislation submitted will then be posted on the Debate page of the IHSA website at www.ihsa.org.